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Abstract

This study empirically investigates the propositions, generated

from the agency and the constituency perspectives, about the nature of

managerial role. It is argued that managerial role can be concep-

tualized as an integral part of the existing outcome interdependencies

and power relations among a set of constituencies. By using longitu-

dinal data on 160 companies in 10 manufacturing industries, it was

found that there exist both competitive and symbiotic outcome inter-

dependencies among the constituencies of organizations, and that the

nature of these interdependencies are related to the long-term average

outcomes of these constituencies. Implications of these findings on

the symbolic role of managers are discussed. (Managerial role; agency

theory; constituency perspective; managerial decision making)





Managers as Agents without Principals: An

Empirical Examination of Agency and Constituency Perspectives

In analyzing the role of managers in organizations three different

areas of inquiry have produced three alternative approaches. In eco-

nomics and finance, theories of the firm are based on the assumption

that the manager's role is essentially one of an agent. Managers, as

the agents of the principal owners or the residual claimants, operate

within the contingent limitations of property rights, agency costs and

managerial contracts. In organization theory, the role of the manager

is framed within the assumption that organizations are coalitions of

interest groups with different and often conflicting demands and expec-

tations. Within this framework, the behavior of the manager is explained

in terms of the power distribution among the coalition members who

represent the constituencies of the organization. Finally, in the area

of strategic management, a third approach has recently been introduced.

The stakeholders approach argues that the behavior of the manager is

shaped by those groups and individuals who can affect and be affected

by the achievement of an organization's mission. The manager's role is

to develop strategies that can deal with all the stakeholders who can

substantially affect the operations of the business. The stakeholders

approach, as an action-oriented framework, focuses on manager's role

in enhancing the strategic management capability of the organization.

The basic objective of this paper is to compare these three al-

ternative approaches in terms of their theoretical implications and

to empirically test a set of hypotheses based on these implications.
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FlnalLy, an attempt will be made to integrate these alternative

approaches by identifying their commonalities.

Background

Since the first publication of "The Modern Corporation and Private

Property" by Berle and Means (1932), economists have been interested

in the role of managers. The introduction of the manager into the eco-

nomic scene of the firm required modifications in the classical model

of the firm in which the owner-manager single-minded ly operated the

firm to maximize profits. The separation of security ownership and

control, typical in large corporations, produced two distinct approaches

to deal with the question of management incentive problem—problems

which arise when decision-making in a firm is under the control of

managers who are not the firm's major security holders. One distinct

approach has focused on the motivation of managers and has required

modifying the classical assumptions of "the economic man." Behavioral

or managerial theories of the firm developed by Baumol (1959), Simon

(1959), Cyert and March (1963) are classic examples of this approach.

More recently a second approach, developed by Alchian and Demsetz

(1972) and Jensen and Meckling (1976), defined the management incentive

problem in terms of agency costs and property rights. This new analy-

tical formulation of the relationship among owners and managers focused

on two interrelated questions: 1) if the separation of ownership and

control produces incentive problems in terms of monitoring costs,

information assymetry and conflicting preferences, then is there an

optimum ownership structure within which these costs can be minimized?;
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and 2) given Chat Che existence and survival of corporate form indi-

cates that it is an efficient form, what structural characteristics are

responsible for its efficiency and as a result its survival? (Fama and

Jensen, 1983)

Attempts to answer the first question hailed Co invesCigaCions of

Che relationship between the inside equity held by the managers, ouCside

equicy owned by the shareholders, and Che debc held by anyone ouCside

Che firm wich respecc Co cerCain agency coses. Agency coses are

assumed Co vary according Co cheir sources. Those agency coses aris-

ing from divergenc incencives of owners and managers will be borne by

managers; chose arising from Che diverse incentives of shareholders and

bondholders will be borne by shareholders and will be reflected in Che

reduced price which investors will pay for the firm's bonds. In the

final analysis, it is argued that there is an optimum combination of

debt, outside equity, and inside equity which will reduce the total

agency cosCs for all the parties concerned.

The answer to the second question is being sought within the frame-

work of organizational decision-making. In broad terms, the decision-

making steps, which include four distinct stages—initiation, ratifica-

Cion, implemencacion, and monicoring—are allocaCed across agents in

such a way chaC Che corporaCe form acquires ics efficiency. Whac is

imporcanc in the separation of ownership and management is that the

decision making rights (initiation and implementation steps) and

decision control rights (ratification and control) are allocated to

separate agents. As a result, the separation of residual risk bearing

(ownership) from management leads to decision systems that separate
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decislon management from decision control. There are several factors

identified in the economics and finance literature that make such a

separation efficient. First, because in most complex organizations

specific knowledge is diffused among agents, those who have relevant

and valuable knowledge are assigned to make different decisions.

Second, the development of hierarchical partitioning of decision pro-

cess makes it more difficult for decision agents at all levels of the

organization to take actions that benefit themselves at the expense of

other agents. Thus the structural mechanisms both reduce the agency

costs and also make efficient decision making possible.

These questions and the search for answers currently represent a

distinct stream of literature in finance and economics which constitutes

agency/ownership structure theory. Within this theoretical perspec-

tive, contrary to the behavioral theories of the firm, the classical

assumptions of economic behavior are not rejected but what is rejected

is the classical definition of the firm. As Fama (1980) argues, the

firm can be seen as a nexus of contracts among factors of production

where each factor is motivated by its self-interest.

Organization theory, particularly the resource dependency perspec-

tive (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), presents an alternative argument on

the nature and the role of managers in organizations. It starts with

the premise that every organization, in order to be viable, must take

into consideration the demands of different constituencies with con-

flicting interests. Constituencies of any organization are continually

evaluating their relationships with the organization on the basis of
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different criteria and deciding whether to remain in the coalition or

to alter their relationship with the organization. The coalition view

of organizations assumes that there will be conflicts over objectives

rather than consensus over one or a few organizational goals (Pfeffer,

1978). Some empirical evidence supports the view that organizations

serve many constituencies with conflicting criteria. Friedlander and

Pickle (1968) show that organizational effectiveness, when evaluated

from the perspectives of the owners, employees, creditors, suppliers,

customers, or the government, is a function of these different con-

stituencies' assessment of organizational performance. Their research

also indicates that the organization cannot simultaneously satisfy its

constituencies' demands equally well. The role of the manager is to

establish a meaningful balance between the demands of these diverse

constituencies and to assure the continuation of the existing coali-

tion. In this sense, the managers are in a position of simultaneously

solving multiple and often conflicting preference problems. This

ambiguous role of the manager is the outcome of 1) lack of clear iden-

tification of the constituencies' preferences, 2) sudden and unpredict-

able changes in the preferences and the composition of the coalition,

and 3) the contradictory or unrelated nature of these preferences.

Similarly, in the legal field the new perspectives on relational

contract law reinterpret the agent-principal relationship in contempo-

rary society as agents with constituencies. In this view, the stock-

holders of a firm are no longer a principal group with real dominion,

but simply one of many constituencies of management. (MacNeil, 1980)
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In the contemporary world of contractual relations among agents, these

relations are organized around the hierarchies and/or power of the

constituencies. Today managers as agents are subject to the pressures

of multiple constituencies, including those of which they themselves

are members.

Within the context of the resource dependency perspective the role

of manager is not one but tripartite. As Pfeffer and Salancik (1978)

argue, managers must satisfy symbolic, responsive and discretionary

role requirements in order to maintain the existing coalition of inter-

est groups. Managers in their symbolic role personify the individual

control over social actions and outcomes, and provide the prospect of

stability for the social system (1978:263). In their responsive role,

managers attempt to balance the demands and constraints confronting the

organization by deciding which demands and interests should receive

priority given the power structure of the existing coalition. In their

discretionary role, managers attempt to change the organization's con-

text by generating new coalitions of interest groups which makes the

organization more viable.

The stakeholders approach developed in the strategic management

literature emphasizes the responsive and discretionary roles of managers

in developing strategies for accomplishing the mission of the organiza-

tion. In this sense, the approach is action oriented. (Schendel and

Hofer, 1979; Freeman, 1983) By expanding the concept of constituency,

it includes all the parties which may have an effect or be affected by

the organization. In contrast to the constituency approach, it iden-

tifies stakeholders as constraints and opportunities for the development
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of effective managerial strategies. It emphasizes the ways in which

the stakeholders can be identified, and utilized for the development

of strategies of action. Because of these characteristics the approach

is more concerned with the prescriptive implications of the framework

rather than its theoretical implications.

Conceptually, the stakeholders approach makes a distinction be-

tween the external and internal stakeholders vis-a-vis the organization

and the managers. Owners, customers, employees, and suppliers are con-

sidered to be internal stakeholders because of their direct interaction

with the organization. The government, competitors, consumer advocates,

environmentalists, and other special interest groups are the external

stakeholders. Although these parties do not enter into direct transac-

tions with the organization, they can and do have an important effect

on the formulation of strategic decisions by the managers. The simi-

larity between the resource dependency and the stakeholders approaches

is essentially with respect to the internal stakeholders. As the main

constituencies of the organization, internal stakeholders are the direct

participants in the dominant coalition and, therefore, are involved

in the development of the negotiated environment of the organization.

External stakeholders, on the other hand, are the constraints in the

larger environment, whose basic role is to influence the legitimization

of the organization.

Communalities and Differences Between Perspectives

It is clear that the major question posed by these three perspec-

tives is how to characterize the role of the manager with respect to
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sonie major parties involved in the formation and continuation of an

organization. The common denominator in all these perspectives is that

managerial role is defined with respect to a group of participants.

Whether they are called the factors of production, constituencies of

the dominant coalition, or the external and internal stakeholders, the

nature of the relationships among these participants and the managers

determine the role, behavior and the strategic decisions of managers.

What distinguishes these approaches is who should be included in this

set. Once this question is answered, then the relationship between

the managers and the members of the set can be identified and analyzed.

For the agency theory the set includes the residual claimants (equity

holders) and the debtholders. In organization theory, these parties

as well as all the other direct participants including employees,

suppliers, short term creditors, and customers are included in the

set. In the stakeholders approach the set is extended to those par-

ties who are not directly involved in resource transactions with the

organization but who can affect or be affected by the organization's

goals and actions.

In analyzing the relationships among these parties, empirical

research within each perspective has concentrated on certain specific

relationships between different participants, management, and the per-

formance of the organization. Within agency theory one of the most

commonly investigated empirical problems has been the relationship be-

tween types of ownership and organizational performance. The empirical

evidence so far, however, Is very mixed. Some researchers have found

the separation of ownership to be associated with a low return on in-

vestment (Kamerschen, 1968; Palmer, 1973), a high return on investment
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(Ware, 1975), no strong relationship (Lamer, 1970; Sorensen, 1974;

Holl, 1975; McKean and Karia, 1978), or identified differences in the

strategic choices and management processes between privately and

publicly held companies (Trestel and Nickols, 1982).

The empirical research questions asked within resource dependency

perspective is much more extensive. They range from questions con-

cerning executive succession, joint ventures to the composition of the

boards of directors. However the research question is defined, the

main theoretical concern of most research in this area is to provide

evidence that organizations are other directed involving constant re-

arrangement of interdependencies for organizational autonomy and dis-

cretion. In other words, interdependence, which characterizes the

relationship between agents contributing to an outcome, is critical for

understanding the behavior of interest groups both within and outside

the organization. When the outcomes achieved by one agent are inter-

dependent with, or jointly determined by, the outcomes achieved by

another agent there exists an outcome interdependency between these two

interest groups. The nature of the outcome interdependence determines

whether the relationship between these groups are competitive or sym-

biotic. In the case of competitive interdependence, one party's gain

is the other party's loss as in a zero-sum game. In the case of sym-

biotic interdependence, it is possible for both parties to be better or

worse off simultaneously. (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) Whether the

outcome interdependency is competitive or symbiotic, the simultaneous

relationship further determines the power relationship among the inter-

est groups. As long as the outcome interdependence Is not symmetric or
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balanced, some degree of outcome control power will develop. The logic

of outcome interdependence is especially found useful in understanding

the forms of interorganizational coordination. (Pate, 1969; Pfeffer, 1972)

Research questions formulated within the stakeholders approach tends

to be more prescriptive. (Freeman, 1984) In the final analysis, how-

ever, the limited empirical work within this perspective also produces

similar results as predicted by the resource dependency. (Ahoroni,

Maiman and Segev, 1978)

When compared, these approaches make the following basic predic-

tions about the relationships between different participants, whether

they are called the factors of production or the members of the orga-

nization coalition. Agency theory predicts that there is an existing

interdependency between the stockholders and bondholders, and their

efficient arrangement or composition will produce successful outcomes

for the organization as a whole. In contrast, the resource dependency

model predicts that different constituencies represented in the coali-

tion have different degrees of power resulting from the outcome inter-

dependencies among them. Specifically, the powerful members of the

coalition will receive proportionately a greater share of organiza-

tional outcomes because they have greater influence on the outcomes of

the less powerful members. Within the stakeholders perspective this

power relationship translates into the development of strategies for

increasing the autonomy of the organization and for manipulating the

existing interdependencies.

Hypotheses and Research Methodology

This research aims to provide a meaningful test of the predictions

made by the alternative approaches, particularly the agency and the
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resource dependency models. Both of these models implicitly or expli-

citly argue that there exist interdependencies between various actors,

especially with respect to their outcomes. Simultaneous relationships

among the outcomes received by different parties in the organization

influence the outcomes received byy as well as the power relationships

among these parties as members of the organization. More specifically,

the following hypotheses are developed and tested in this research:

1 - According to agency theory a) there exists a simultaneous

relationship between the outcomes of the bondholders and the

stockholders, and b) compared to other interest groups, such

as customers or suppliers, one should observe relatively

stronger simultaneous relationship between the bondholders

and stockholders in terms of outcome interdependencies.

2 - According to the resource dependency perspective, the greater

the outcome control power of a constituency, the greater the

outcomes received by that constituency.

As is apparent from these hypotheses, the emphasis of this research is

on the outcomes obtained by different constituencies and the inter-

dependencies among these outcomes. It is argued that the nature of

these interdependencies not only determines the outcomes received by

different constituencies but also determines their respective outcome

control powers and the role of managers in relation to these constitu-

encies.

In order to test these propositions it was necessary to resolve

three interrelated problems. First of all, It was necessary to identify
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a set of critical constituencies and a set of relevant performance

measures associated with the outcomes received by them. Second, it was

necessary to identify the simultaneous relationships between these out-

comes which can provide information about the existing interdependencies

between these interest groups as well as their outcome control powers.

In other words, a set of correlations between the constituencies' out-

comes was not sufficient to measure the independent influence of each

constituency's outcomes on the others. The influence of the environ-

ment on these outcomes must also be taken into account in the calcu-

lation of outcome interdependencies. And finally, it was necessary to

develop a measure of outcome control power which takes into con-

sideration and are based on these outcome interdependencies..

Identification of critical constituencies and their outcomes:

The set of all constituencies of an organization can include par-

ties ranging from stockholders to government agencies and special

interest groups, but for the purpose of this study only those groups

which represent the primary task environment of the organization were

selected—the stockholders, bondholders, customers, and other short

term interest groups such as suppliers, short term creditors and

employees. It is assumed that these different constituencies, because

of their unique relationship with the organization, are interested in

different economic aspect of a firm's operations and performance.

The literature on financial analysis indicates that different users

of financial accounting information utilize different aspects of a

firm's financial performance. For instance, investors are mainly

concerned with profitability, and lenders with solvency information.
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(Lev, 1974) In other words, it is possible to identify certain finan-

cial information, particularly financial ratios, which are relevant

measures of the firm's performance with respect to different interest

groups. This does not mean, however, that these groups are directly

responsible for and have control over these outcomes. Financial

accounting information including financial ratios are the outcomes of

managerial decision making. They represent how the limited resources

of the firm are allocated to different constituencies. Furthermore,

these decisions are the outcomes of both strategic choices of the

managers, their perception of the constituencies' importance and the

uncontrollable environmental factors. In this sense, financial ratios

can be considered as surrogates for measuring the impact of managerial

decision making on the outcomes of different interest groups whom

managers must satisfy.

Empirical research in the area of financial ratios has produced

some important findings which are useful for this purpose. Different

classifications of most or all financial ratios Indicate that there

are some major independent classes of financial ratios. For instance,

when the most commonly used financial ratios are factor analyzed, there

are some consistent empirical similarities among alternative financial

ratios (Gupta and Huefner, 1972; Pinches et al. 1973, 1975; Cheng and

Skimenda, 1981). The major implication of these findings is that even

though these ratios utilize a common data base of financial informa-

tion, they produce approximately seven independent factors. Further-

more, most of Che common factors found in these empirical studies

correspond to the theoretical classification of financial ratios,
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which are oriented Co the needs of the outside users, in our case the

major constituencies. Based on this theoretical and empirical know-

ledge, four classes of outcome measures are identified—return on

equity, financial leverage, short-term liquidity, and turnover ratios.

Each of these are then matched with different groups of constituencies:

return on equity for residual claimants, financial leverage for bond-

holders, short term liquidity for suppliers, employees and short-term

creditors, and turnover for customers. Within each class of financial

ratios a specific ratio is selected by using two criteria: whether or

not it is most commonly used in empirical studies; and whether or not

it had high factor loading in these empirical studies. In the final

analysis, the following four ratios are selected as representing how

the firm's limited resources are allocated among four groups of

constituencies: return on equity, debt to total assets, quick ratio,

and sales to total assets. These ratios represent the four outcome

variables used in the study.

Identification of outcome interdependencies:

Both in agency and constituency perspectives, it is implicitly or

explicitly argued that there exist outcome interdependencies among the

interest groups and these interdependencies influence the allocation

of resources. In order to test the propositions developed earlier,

the degree of interdependencies between interest groups must be iden-

tified.

If we view alternative measures of performance as outcomes of dif-

ferent constituencies, the relationship between these performance

measures within a given industry can be expressed in a simultaneous
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systera of equations Chat explicitly recognizes the interdependencies

between these outcomes. Using Ackoff's (1970) formulation of strate-

gic management, the performance of an organization is described as a

function of both controllable management decision variables, and non-

controllable environmental variables.

Performance = f (Controllable decision variables, non-
controllable environmental variables)

Given the simultaneous and interdependent nature of the dynamic rela-

tionship between different measures of performance, the general dy-

namic model can be expressed as follows:

P
1

= f(P
2

, ..., P
n

, C
1

, NC
X

)

P = f(P_, ..., P . , C , NC )
n 1 n-1 n n

P. = performance measure with respect to ith constituency

C. = set of controllable variables directly related with the -ith

performance

NC. = set of noncontrollable environmental variables directly
related to the ith performance measure

n = number of constituency groups

Table 1 presents the model specification and the list of variables

included in the model. The independent variables were selected based

on three criteria: 1) theoretical significance based on their use in

the theoretical and empirical literature, 2) availability of time

series data, and 3) measures of each variable at the interval or ratio

Insert Table 1 about here
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scale level. Because this research concentrates on identifying the

simultaneous relationship between different outcome variables, the

selection of both controllable and uncontrollable independent

variables is based on previous literature—and only those variables

most commonly utilized in this type of research. (Schendel and

Patton, 1978; Martin, 1976; Hurdle, 1974)

In terms of testing the proposed model, there are two general

classes of techniques which can be used to estimate the parameters of

the model: the techniques of single model equation such as ordinary

least squares (OLS), or generalized least squares (GLS) and the tech-

niques of simultaneous model estimations such as two stage (2SLS) and

three stage least squares (3SLS). In a single equation model estima-

tion, the explanatory variables are assumed to be predetermined.

Thus, the covariance between the error terms and the explanatory

variables is assumed to be zero. In our model, however, it is assumed

that interdependence among the equations exist. The four performance

variables and the endogenous variables jointly determined by the

system of four equations. In this case, the assumption of zero

covariance among the error terms and the endogenous variables is

violated. As a result the techniques of single equation is inappro-

priate. Applying such a technique will bias the estimates of the

parameters.

Various techniques of simultaneous models estimation overcome this

covariance problem. In the case of 2SLS, the simultaneous nature of

the equations are considered but in a limited way. In estimating each
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of the equations in the system, no information about the other equa-

tions is taken into account. 3SLS technique, however, overcomes this

problem. (Zellner and Theil, 1962) The error terms from the 2SLS are

estimated and used in the 3SLS. Given the nature of the theoretical

model, 3SLS was selected as an appropriate method for estimating the

parameters in the model.

Identification of outcome control power:

One basic advantage of the simultaneous model of estimation is

that it identifies not only the simultaneous relationships between

performance measures but also the magnitude of these relations. As

shown in Table 1, it is possible to identify the independent contribu-

tion of one outcome measure in explaining the variance in others.

Thus the standardized b coefficients can be conceptualized as the out-

come control power of constituencies. It needs to be reiterated here

again that what is meant by control power is not an actual control of

a given constituency on the decisions of managers, but is the outcome

of managerial decision making under uncertainty generated in the

environment. As such they are only surrogate measures.

The sample

Most of the early studies dealing with the simultaneous relations

among performance measures at the business strategy level have con-

centrated on single industries. Given the research questions posed

here, however, a comparative analysis is necessary. The present study

covers 10 manufacturing industries. Several other manufacturing

industries which were included in the original sample, were later
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deleted because of extensive missing data. Because the study utilizes

pooling time series cross section analysis, not only general industry

but specific company data were necessary for the simultaneous time

series analysis for each industry. The final sample contains 160 com-

panies or 16 on the average for each industry covering the period of

1972-1980. The performance data for each company were calculated from

the Standard and Poor's Compustat tapes.

Analysis and Results

To test the hypotheses derived from the agency and constituency

perspectives the analysis was conducted in two stages. In the first

stage, the three-stage least squares (3SLS) technique was used to esti-

mate the equations and identify the significant simultaneous relations

between difference performance variables for each industry. In the

second stage, the results of the 3SLS were used to test the main

hypotheses.

Identification of Outcome Interdependences

The results of the 3SLS analyses of individual industries (see

Appendix) show that on the average the four sets of simultaneous

equations collectively explained 89 percent of the variance (the mean

2
weighted R .89). These results suggest that the initial model for

the first stage of the analysis is reasonable. Because the exact

2
meaning of the weighted R is controversial, however, it should be

emphasized that the initial model Is only reasonable rather than defi-

nite. For the rest of the analysis the critical issue Is the nature

of interdependencies between performance outcomes of the four interest
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groups as estimated by the analyses. Table 2 presents the simultaneous

interdependencies between the constituencies' outcomes in each of the

ten industries included in the sample. Each column in these square

matrices shows how a given performance variable is influenced by the

three other constituencies' outcomes. Respectively, each row in the

matrix shows how a given constituency's outcome influences the out-

comes of others. Numbers in these matrices are the standardized b co-

efficients for which p is .10 or less. Nonsignificant relations are

indicated by .00.

Insert Table 2 about here

It is clear from Table 2 that there exist simultaneous relations

between not only the residual claimants and the bondholders but among

all the interest groups. Furthermore, the outcome interdependencies

are competitive as well as symbiotic in half of the cases. In only 10

percent of the cases are the relationships unidirectional, and they are

randomly distributed. These results provide some initial support for

the resource dependency perspective that outcome interdependencies,

both competitive and symbiotic, exist among the major interest groups

represented in the dominant coalition of organizations. (Pfeffer and

Salancik, 1978)

In order to observe the strength of these simultaneous Interdepend-

encies, correlations between the standardized b coefficients for dif-

ferent constituencies were calculated. The logic of the analysis

rests on the argument that if independent influence of two performance

measures on each other (i.e., b. . and b..) Is highly correlated, then
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there exists a high degree of outcome interdependency between these

two groups of constituencies. Even though such a correlation cannot

distinguish between symbiotic and competitive interdependencies, it

can indicate the magnitude of the outcome interdependency between

constituencies. As shown in Table 3, results indicate that there

exists two sets of constituencies who have a high degree of outcome

interdependency. In one group, the residual claimants and the

bondholders exert an equal degree of influence on each other's out-

come. In the other group, a similar relationship exists between the

customers and the short term interest. It is important to point out

that these groups represent two distinct classes of constituencies in

terms of outcome interdependencies because none of the other correla-

tions in the table are significant.

Insert Table 3 about here

These findings also indicate that the theoretical relationships

articulated in the financial literature between the stockholders and

the bondholders is relevant. Even though there exists some degree of

outcome interdependency among all interest groups, these two consti-

tuencies represent a critical set of interdependencies for the firm.

Outcome Control Power and the Allocation of Performance Outcomes

In the second stage of the analysis the relationship between the

degree of outcome control of each interest group and its impact on the

performance outcomes obtained by these groups were investigated. Here

the analysis shifts from individual industries to a comparative analy-

sis of the 10 Industries in the sample. The analyses in this stage
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were conducted in two steps. First, based on the outcome interdepend-

ences presented in Table 2, the outcome control power of different

constituencies were calculated, and the interrelationships between them

were examined. In the second step, the relationships between outcome

control powers and the long-term outcomes received by the four consti-

tuencies were investigated to test the second hypothesis.

Outcome control power of a constituency can be conceptualized in

several ways. If we assume that standardized b coefficients indicate

the degree of influence of one constituency on others' outcomes, the

sum of absolute values of standardized b's for each row in Table 2

represents the aggregate outcome control power of each constituency
3

( Z |B. |). The sum of each column, on the other hand, represents the
1-1

1#
3

aggregate outcome dependency of each constituency ( Z |S..|). Aggregate
j-1 2

outcome control power and outcome dependency were calculated by taking

the absolute values of S . because we are interested only in degrees of

outcome control not their signs. By utilizing these two aggregate

measures, a third measure of outcome control power was also calculated.

The net outcome control power of each constituency was calculated by

subtracting the aggregate outcome dependency from the aggregate outcome

control power (E |g |-S |8.. |).

Table 4 shows the correlations between the four constituencies in

terms of the three different measures of outcome control. The results

Insert Table 4 about here

provide support for both the agency and the constituency perspective in

an interesting way. As the agency theory predicts, the aggregate outcome
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control power of residual dalmatics and bondholders are positively cor-

related, indicating that there exists a strong positive relationship

between the outcome control powers of these two constituencies. None

of the other correlations are significant in this group. Furthermore,

the aggregate outcome dependency among different constituencies is only

significantly correlated in the case of the customers and the short-

term interest groups. This result shows that they are equally influ-

enced by all the other constituencies' outcome control. The last set

of correlations between the net outcome control powers of different

constituencies provides support for the constituency perspective. They

indicate that power distribution is competitive and that increase in

one interest group's net outcome control power results in a net

decrease in the others' power. Here again the competitive power rela-

tionship among constituencies are not between the residual claimants

and the bondholders or the customers and the short-term interest group

but between the two major groups of constituencies identified in Table 3.

Competitive interdependency exists between the two groups representing

the residual claimants, and the bondholders and the customers, and the

short-term interests.

The final step in this stage of the analysis is to investigate the

relationships between the three measures of outcome-control and the

performance outcomes received by these constituencies. Table 5 presents

Insert Table 5 about here

the results of the analysis. For the two major groups of constituen-

cies, the results present some striking differences. For the group
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representing the residual claimants and the bondholders, their long-

term average outcomes are positively correlated to their aggregate out-

come control powers. Given the symbiotic power relations between them,

it is possible to state that both parties gain, i.e., their long term

average outcomes increase, as long as any one of them has greater out-

come control power. For the group representing the customers and the

short-term interests, however, the relationship is reversed. When

their aggregate outcome dependency increases, their long-terra average

outcomes also increase. The critical implication of these relations is

that the competitive outcome interdependency between the two groups

identified in Table 4 (column 3) can only be converted into a stable

symbiotic interdependency if this reverse relationship exists. This is

the only way in which all the parties gain or lose at the same time and

in which the conflict of interest, which exists between the constituencies,

is converted into a symbiotic outcome interdependency. This can easily

be observed in the case of short term interest group. The negative

correlation between the long-term average outcomes and the net outcome

control power indicates that when the power of this constituency

increases its outcome decreases.

Discussion and Implications

The results of this investigation indicate that agency and constit-

uency perspectives developed in finance and organization theory are

not contradictory but complementary. The basic source of this comple-

mentarity is due to not only the empirical findings presented in this

paper, but also to the fundamental question asked by these alternative

perspectives. Whether an organization is viewed as a set of contracts
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among the factors of production or as a coalition of interest groups,

both perspectives fundamentally ask the same question: when each

member of the coalition or the factors of production is motivated by

self-interest, how is it possible that the organization survives and,

more Importantly, exists as an efficient form of economic association?

(Fama, 1980)

Even though each perspective attempts to answer this fundamental

question within its own theoretical framework, in the final analysis

the perspectives do converge. Agency theory argues that the relation-

ship between the shareholders and the bondholders may lead to agency

problems (3arnea, Haugen, and Senbet, 1982). For instance, debt

financing with limitations on shareholders' liability can easily give

rise to shareholders' incentive to select higher risks than those opti-

mal to the firm as a whole, and to transfer of wealth from bondholders

to shareholders. Such agency problems are resolved, however, because

even though each party acts in its own self-interest, all parties

realize that their destinies depend to some extent on the survival of

the firm as a whole in its competition with other firms in the market.

(Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Jensen and Meckling, 1976) In other words,

the competitive outcome interdependency is converted into symbiotic

interdependency.

Within the constituency perspective, especially in resource-

dependency theory, the same question is answered by concentrating on

the resource interdependencies within the coalition of interest groups

representing the organization. Interdependence which characterizes the

relationship between agents creating an outcome influences not only the
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abilicy of the organization to achieve its desired outcomes but also

influences the nature of the desired outcome itself. The coalition of

interest groups participating in an organization at a point in time

defines the activities of the organization. The conflict of interest

is converted into a symbiotic interdependence by manipulating how out-

comes are achieved and are allocated as well as by manipulating which

outcomes are desired by the members of the coalition.

As the results presented in Tables 4 and 5 show, conflicting out-

come control powers of different interest groups are converted into

symbiotic outcome interdependencies as a result of stable patterns of

interactions between the nature of interdependencies and the outcomes

allocated to the constituencies. Given the comparative nature of the

study, it is possible to argue that the needed conversion from competi-

tive to symbiotic interdependency is built into the system of interac-

tions among the four interest groups identified in the investigation.

One basic implication of these findings and the alternative

perspectives discussed earlier is that a new description of the mana-

gerial role is necessary. Both the agency and the constituency per-

spectives implicitly or explicitly argue that managers as agents of a

specific class of principals, namely the shareholders, is no longer a

valid argument. Whether managers are conceived as those who represent

yet another factor of production or as those who establish negotiated

environments favorable to the organization, they are agents without

principals, but with constituencies. Their role is to sustain the

belief that future interdependencies are likely to endure and that the

organization as a nexus of contracts among interest groups is likely
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to survive because their destinies depend to some extent on the sur-

vival of the coalition itself.

Similar interpretations of the symbolic nature of the managerial

role have also been expressed recently in the legal literature specifi-

cally in relation to contract law. (MacNeil, 1980) In a world of

agents of contractual relations, rather than agents of principals,

managers are subject to the need to deal with multiple constituencies,

including those of which they themselves are members. To define the

manager as an agent who owes reasonable effort and unswerving loyalty

to a set of principals becomes logically impossible under these condi-

tions. In a world without principals, contractual solidarity is not a

by-product of discrete contracts among a group of self-interested par-

ties but a by-product of the common belief in effective future inter-

dependencies and their stability. In MacNeil's (1980) terms, each

party in the coalition must give an affirmative answer to the following

question: "Do I think the conditions will continue to exist whereby

each of us will desire and be able to depend on the other?" (1980:92).

The creation of such an organic contractual solidarity among the mem-

bers of a coalition representing the organization emphasizes the sym-

bolic role the manager must play. In other words, manager's role is

not to finds ways to reduce the existing interdependencies between the

constituencies. On the contrary, his/her role is to sustain these out-

come interdependencies.

Given the nature of the stable pattern of outcome and power inter-

dependencies presented in the paper, the symbolic role of managers as

agents without principals is critical for the creation of the needed
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contractual solidarity and the stability of constituent coalition.

Their role is to convince the constituencies that the situation is not

a zero-sum game but a mix motive situation, and as long as the existing

interdependencies are maintained all will gain from the coalition.
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Table 1

Model Specification and the

List of Variables Used in the Simultaneous Equations
for Each Industry in the Sample
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A - Performance Measures with Respect to Individual Constituencies (for
each firm in the industry)

Return on Equity (Stockholders) (PI)

Sales/total assets (Customers) (P2)

Debt/total assets (Bondholders) (P3)

Quick Ratio (Short Terra Interest Group) (P4)

B - Controllable Decision Variables (for each firra in the industry)

Advertising expenses (CI)

Research and development expenditures (C2)

Dividend/income (C3)
Investment (C4)

Receivables/sales (C5)

Capital expenditures (C6)

Total debt (C7)

Rental and other scheduled expenditures (C8)

Percent change in sales (C9)

C - Uncontrollable Environmental Variables

Total Industry Advertising Expenditures (NCI)

Total Industry Research and Development Expenditures (NC2)

Total dividends distributed in the industry (NC3)

Total investment expenditures in the industry (NC4)

Total account receivables in the industry (NC5)

Total Capital Expenditures of the industry (NC6)
Total long-terra debt in the industry (NC7)

Total short-terra expenditures of the industry (NC8)

Market share (NC9)

The variable numbers correspond to the variable numbers used in the

Appendix.



fable 2

as inde-

pendent

variable

The Simultaneous Relations Between the Constituencies'
Outcomes in Each Industry Included in the Sample

Ind. 2200

as dependent variable
ROE turnover leverage quick

ROE

Turnover
ratio

Leverage
ratio

Quick,

ratio

+ .232 + .138 + .220

+ .440 -.023 -.350

+ .141 -.549 -.430

+ .325 -.716 -.390

Ind. 2400
as dependent variable

K.OE turnover leverage quick.

+ .380 -.570 .00

+1.68 +1.32 .00

-.340 + .140 .00

.00 .00 .00

Ind. 2830 Ind. 2844

-.100 .00 + .20

-.747 -.660 + .260

-.515 -.420 + .130

+ .448 + .430 + .027

.00 + .866 + .950

+ .023 -.003 -.160

+ .861 -.830 -1.11

+ .107 -.240 -.250



Table 2 (cont'd.)

Ind. 3079 Ind. 3540

-.660 + .620 -.190 -.065 .00 + .298

-.157 + .150 -.100 -.022 -.191 + .050

+ .415 + .500 + .230 -.170 -.190 + .122

-.026 -.130 +.120 + .545 + .260 +.138

Ind. 3560 Ind. 3573

-.385 +.700 .00 .00 .00 + .140

-.120 .00 + .220 .00 -.226 .00

+ .460 .00 .00 .00 -.026 + .070

.00 + .300 .00 -.056 -.102 .00



Table 2 (cont'd.)

Ind. 3679 Ind. 3841

.00 -.190 .00

+.4.57 .00 .00

.00 .00 -.210

.00 .00 .00

+ .420 .00 .00

+ .370 .00 -.350

.00 -.110 -.350

.00 -.170 .00

The numbers in each cell represent the standardized b values signifi-

cant at p < .10. Nonsignificant relations are represented by .00.



Table 3

Correlations Between the Constituencies' Degrees of

Outcome Control

*p < .001

Residual
Claimants Customers Bondholders

Customers

Bondholders

.27

.86* .42

Short-terra

interest .33 .88* .41



Table 4

Correlations Between Constituencies' Aggregate Outcome
Control Powers, Aggregate Outcome Dependency, and

Net Outcome Control Powers

Aggregate
Aggregate Outcome Net

Outcome Control Dependency Outcome Control

Residual 1.00 -.32 .73 -.05 1.00 -.42 .06 -.16 1.00 -.92 .28 -.22

claimants (1) (.008) (.001)

Customers (2) 1.00 -.33 -.38 1.00 .24 .55 1.00 -.49 .10

(.05) (.08)

Bondholders (3) 1.00 -.38 1.00 .15 1.00 -.55

(.05)

Short-term
interest (4) 1.00 1.00 1.00

Numbers in parenthesis are the significant p values.



Table 5

The Relationships Between the Constituencies' Outcomes
and the Three Aggregate Measures of Outcome Control Power

Long-term Average Outcomes
Measures of

Outcome Residual Short-term
Control Power Claimants Customers Bondholders Interest

Aggregate Outcome .57 -.10 .47 .25

Control Power (.04) (.07)

Aggregate Outcome -.10 .52 .23 .83

Dependency (.05) (.001)

Net Outcome Control .30 -.22 .25 -.68
Power (.01)

Numbers in parenthesis are the significant p values.
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